We provide a global technique, called neatening, for the study of modularity of left-linear Term Rewriting Systems. Objects called bubbles are identi ed as the responsibles of most of the problems occurring in modularity, and the concept of well-behaved (from the modularity point o f view) reduction, said neat reduction, is introduced. Neating consists of two steps: the rst is proving a property is modular when only neat reductions are considered the second is to`neaten' a generic reduction so to obtain a neat one, thus showing that restricting to neat reductions is not limitative. This general technique is used to provide a unique, uniform method able to prove all the existing results on the modularity o f e v ery basic property of left-linear Term Rewriting Systems, and also to provide new results on the modularity of termination.
Introduction
Modularity is a eld of computer science that has been receiving more and more interest along these years. Besides an interesting topic from a theoretical point of view, it is also of great practical importance: in program analysis, it allows to study a possibly big and complex program by decomposing it into smaller subparts in program development, it allows to build a safe complex system by relying on small safe submodules.
As far as the paradigm of Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs for short) is concerned, the notion of modularity it that of disjoint union (i.e. the union of two TRSs having disjoint signatures): a property is said modular provided two T R S s enjoy it i their disjoint union does.
This notion is somehow the basis from which to start for considering more and more complex combinations of TRSs (like composable or hierarchical, see e.g. Ohl94a] ).
In this paper we present a new technique, called neatening, as a global method to study modularity of left-linear TRSs. Neatening is able to cope with all the basic properties of left-linear TRSs, proving all the so far known results on their modularity.
Here we will be rather informal in the presentation, only sketching the intuitive headlines.
We rst focus on the intimate reasons that make modularity di cult to study: the major responsible is identi ed in the notion of bubble. A bubble, like t h e name suggests, is an object that has a potential unstability, since it could sooner or later`explode' (collapse) with bad consequences on the global structure of the term. Therefore, we i n troduce the concept of neat reduction, where thè explosions' of the bubbles are not dangerous (from a modularity viewpoint).
Then, to prove a property is modular, the method of neatening is introduced. Neatening, abstractly, consists of a two-step process.
First, prove that the property i s modularly neat, t h a t i s t o s a y i t i s m o d u l a r when only neat reductions are considered.
Second,`neaten' a generic reduction by translating it int o a n e a t o n e , t h us showing that restricting to neat reductions is not a limitation.
Neatening is an adequate global method for the study of modularity o f T R S s under the left-linearity assumption: via this technique we obtain a meta-theorem from which all the known results on modularity, for every basic property o f l e f tlinear TRSs, are derived. Furthermore, it also provides a new su cient criterion for the modularity of termination, and a new result on the structure of the counterexamples to the modularity of termination, for left-linear TRSs, that generalizes all the previous similar results.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, some standard preliminary notions are introduced. In Section 3 the concept of bubble is presented, and in Section 4 that of neat reduction. Section 5 gives an abstract presentation of neatening, while Section 6 introduces the speci c`neatening translation' (M) that will be used in the practical application of neatening. In Section 7 we present the main (meta-)theorem, and apply it to all the basic properties of TRSs. Finally, Section 8 ends with some brief conclusive remarks.
Preliminaries
We assume knowledge of the basic notions regarding Term Rewriting Systems (TRSs for short): the notation used is essentially the one in Klo92] and Mid90].
For every property P, :P denotes its complementary property (viz. a TRS enjoys :P i it does not enjoy P).
Given a reduction : s ! s 1 ! s 2 : : : , the rst term s is said the start term. Concatenation of two reductions and A context is a term built up using, besides function symbols and variables, the new special constants 2 1 2 2 2 3 : : : (said the holes). Contexts are as usual indicated with square brackets, e.g. C 2 1 2 2 ] denotes a context with one occurrence of the hole 2 1 and one occurrence of the hole 2 2 ). Given a context C 2 1 : : : 2 n ] and terms t 1 : : : t n , C t 1 : : : t n ] stands for the term obtained from C 2 1 : : : 2 n ] b y replacing every occurrence of 2 i with t i (1 i n).
Throughout the paper we will indicate with A and B the two T R S s t o o perate on. When not otherwise speci ed, all symbols and notions not having a TRS label are to be intended operating on the disjoint s u m A B . F or better readability, w e will talk of function symbols belonging to A and B like white and black functions. Variables and holes, instead, have both the colors. We also say a term/context is white (resp. black, transparent) if it is composed only by white (resp. black, transparent) symbols.
The root symbol of a term t is f provided t = f(t 1 : : : t n ), and t itself otherwise.
Let t = C t 1 : : : t n ] and C not transparent we w r i t e t = C t 1 : : : t n ] ] if C 2 1 : : : 2 n ] is a white context and each o f t h e t i has a black a n d n o t transparent root, or vice versa (swapping the white and black attributes). The topmost homogeneous part (brie y top) of a term C t 1 : : : t n ] ] is the context C 2 1 : : : 2 n ].
De nition 2.1 The rank of a term t (rank(t)) is 1 if t is black or white, and max n i=1 frank(t i )g + 1 i f t = C t 1 : : : t n ] ] ( n > 0).
The following well known lemma will be implicitly used in the sequel:
Lemma 2.2 ( Toy87b] ) s ! ! t ) rank(s) rank(t) Proof Clear. De nition 2.3 The multiset S(t) o f t h e special subterms of a term t is 1. S(t)= ftg if t is black or white, and not transparent if t is transparent 2. S(t) = n i=1 S(t i ) f tg if t = C t 1 : : : t n ] ] ( n > 0) The elements of S(t) di erent f r o m t are said the proper special subterms of t.
Note that this de nition is slightly di erent from the usual ones in the literature (for example in Mid90]), since here variables are not considered special subterms.
Given a term s, w e indicate with ksk the multiset of the ranks of the special subterms of s. Multisets of this kind are compared according to the usual multiset ordering.
If t = C t 1 : : : t n ] ], the t i are called the principal special subterms of t. Furthermore, a reduction step of a term t is called outer if the rewrite rule is not applied in the principal special subterms of t.
Given a term t, and taken two special subterms of it, t 1 and t 2 , w e s a y that t 1 is above t 2 (or, equivalently, t h a t t 2 is below t 1 ), if t 2 is a proper special subterm of t 1 .
Bubbles
When studying the modular behaviour of some property, the main di culty o n e has to face is that the behaviour of the reductions in the direct sum A B can be quite complicated w.r.t. the reductions in the components A and B.
The disjointness requirement o n A and B should ensure that symbols of one color cannot interact with symbols of another color. This is in a`static' sense true, as we will see in Proposition 6.1.
The problem, however, is that this static`modular structure' given by t h e subdivision into (tops of) special subterms is not xed and immutable, but changes dynamically with every reduction step: via some reduction some of these tops could disappear (collapsing), making one of the the tops below (formally, one of the proper special subterms) possibly merge, interacting, with the above top.
For example, consider the term f(H(A b) G (a f(a b))) (with f, a, a n d b white, G, H and A black symbols). If the`black' rule G(X Y) ! X is applicated to it, we get the term f(H(A b) a ): the top G(2 1 2 2 ) has disappeared, and the tops f(2 1 2 2 ) a n d a have merge into the single context f(2 1 a ). So, for instance, the white rule f(X a) ! b, that could not be applied to the original term, can now be applied, despite no other white rule was used (hence we cannot reason`locally' on the component TRSs).
The`responsible' of this bad behaviour can be given a formal de nition:
De nition 3.1 A bubble is a black or white context that reduces to a transparent c o n text. Hence, bubbles are objects that can have a`solid' state (i.e. a well-de ned color), but are also potentially unstable, since they can collapse into a transparent object, losing their color.
If the top of a special subterm is a bubble, we c a l l i t a top-bubble analogously, if the special subterm is proper we talk about a proper top-bubble.
We s a y a bubble has degree k if it reduces to exactly k distinct holes, and write B(j2 1 : : : 2 k j) to denote a bubble of degree k that reduces to 2 1 : : : 2 k . If B(j2 1 : : : 2 k j) a n d B 2 1 : : : 2 k ] ], we write B(j (j2 1 : : : 2 k j)j). Moreover, we call a bubble of degree 1 (resp. > 1) deterministic (resp. nondeterministic).
A bubble B(j2 1 : : : 2 k j) will be graphically denoted using the symbol where the lines in the lower part represent the`free slots' 2 1 , 2 2 , : : : , 2 k;1 , 2 k .
N o t e t h a t e v ery TRS has (trivial) bubbles of degree 1, namely the transparent contexts. As far as bubbles of higher degrees are concerned, the following result holds: To be able to describe the special subterms of a given term throughout a reduction, it is natural to develop a concept of (modular) marking. A rst, na ve approach of modular marking for a term is to take an assignment from the multiset of its special subterms to a ( xed) set of markers. Then reductions steps, as usual, should preserve the markers. However, this simple de nition presents a problem, since for one case there is ambiguity: when a collapsing rule makes a proper top-bubble vanish (that is, when there is a nontrivial bubble at the top of a proper special subterm that collapses). In this case, we h a ve the following situation: This situation is dealt with by de ning a modular marking f o r a t e r m t o b e an assignment from the multiset of its special subterms to sets of markers, and taking in the ambiguous case just described the union of the marker sets of the two special subterms involved. When dealing with reductions t ! ! t 0 we will always assume, in order to distinguish all the special subterms, that the initial modular marking of t is injective and maps special subterms to singletons.
We call a reduction neat if it has no m-collapsings. Inside a reduction a notion of descendant for every special subterm can be de ned: in a reduction a special subterm is a descendant (resp. pure descendant) of another if the set of markers of the former contains (resp. is equal to) the set of markers of the latter. Note, en passant, that due to the presence of duplicating rules, there may be more than one descendant, or even none (due to erasing rules). Observe also that, since in a reduction without m-collapsings all the descendants are pure, the rst special subterm to m-collapse in a generic reduction is a pure descendant. Hence it readily holds the following:
Fact 1: A r eduction has m-collapsings i a pure descendant m-collapses.
Since special subterms are in bijective correspondence with their tops, we will be often sloppy talking about the descendants of a top, meaning the descendants of the corresponding special subterm.
Neatening
As previously hinted, it is just the presence of m-collapsings that complicates a lot the behaviour of a reduction in a direct sum of TRSs, making possible the interaction of initially distinct tops. When these interactions are not possible (i.e. when reductions are neat), di erent tops remain di erent, and so one can separately reason of every top as an independent term (cf. Proposition 6.1), making the modularity analysis much easier.
Historically, a rst attempt to cope only with neat reductions was to syntactically limit the rewrite rules to ensure no bubble (but for the trivial ones of course) were present: if every rule is non-collapsing (viz. the right hand side is not a transparent term), then readily no nontrivial bubble can exist, and so every reduction is automatically neat.
Indeed, every known property o f i n terest is modular when (left-linear and) non-collapsing TRSs are considered. Anyway, the restriction to non-collapsing TRSs is too heavy to be of great importance: it is the presence of collapsing rules that makes TRSs (and their combinations) so exible.
So, avoiding the existence of (nontrivial) bubbles is e ective for modularity but too restrictive. As a matter of fact, as seen, the real problem is not the presence of bubbles as such, but the presence of m-collapsings in reductions. So, the good`bottom' notion of modularity is just that of modularity neatness: a property P is said to be modularly neat if it is modular when only neat reductions are considered.
The general approach of`bare-bones neatening' to prove a certain property P is modular is so:
1. Show that P is modularly neat 2. Show that if P is modularly neat then P is modular In the paper we use, equivalently a reductio ad absurdum technique. We t r y t o s h o w t h a t i f P is not modular, then it is not such e v en when only neat reductions are employed, hence contradicting Point 1 .
After having sketched a`bore-bones' version of neating, we proceeds on rening its de nition.
Consider a modularity problem: to prove P is modular, you have t o p r o ve that for every couple of TRSs A and B, A 2 P 3 B , A B 2 P . This means that in general two implications have to be considered. However, for all the properties of interest one of the two implications (() is trivial. We so get rid of it by directly considering only dense properties: a property P is said dense if whenever A B 2 P then both A and B belong to P. Therefore, what neatening has to prove i s t h a t A 2 P 3 B ) A B 2 P . A counterexample (to the modularity o f P) i s a p a i r o f T R S s A and B such that A 2 P 3 B , A B 6 2 P . A provable counterexample (to the modularity of P) is a counterexample (A B) to the modularity o f P together with a proof that A B 6 2 P .
Readily, 9 a p r o vable counterexample to the modularity o f P m 9 a c o u n terexample to the modularity o f P + P is not modular Moreover, for all the dense properties it also holds the reverse implication 9 a c o u n terexample to the modularity o f P * P is not modular Hence, in the sequel we will tacitly assume that a property is not modular i there is a provable counterexample to its modularity. Also, when talking about counterexamples we will often omit the appendix \to the modularity o f P" (the property will be clear from the context).
We h a ve seen that Point 1 of`bare-bones neatening' roughly corresponds to modularity under the non-collapsing assumption. In general, proving this point is not a problem since this restriction is quite heavy: The problem lies in the second Point.
By the above implications, what we l a c k is only the implication 9 a p r o vable counterexample to the modularity o f P + (?) 9 a n e a t p r o vable counterexample to the modularity o f P If we had this, we could reason as follows:
P is not modular + 9 a c o u n terexample to the modularity o f P + 9 a p r o vable counterexample to the modularity o f P + (?) 9 a n e a t p r o vable counterexample to the modularity o f P + 9 a neat counterexample to the modularity o f P + P is not modularly neat thus obtaining the contradiction with Point 1 .
The idea of neatening is to prove the missing implication (?) using a`neatening translation' that transforms every generic reduction into a neat reduction. This way, it can be applied to the proof of the provable counterexample, yielding a neat provable counterexample.
Hence, the technique of (abstract) neatening is:
Suppose a dense property P is such that 1. it is modularly neat 2. if there i s a c ounterexample, then it can be extended t o a p r ovable counterexample that is transformed via a`neatening translation' into another neat provable counterexample Then P is modular
Observe w e h a ve slightly stressed Point 2, since it would have su ced to say: there is a provable counterexample that is transformed via a`neatening translation' into another neat provable counterexample.
Pile and Paint
In this section we p r o vide the formal de nition of a`neatening translation' that makes the neatening method work.
Visually, the intuition is that a (nontrivial) bubble, as seen, is a term that cannot properly have a color on itself, since it can reduce to a transparent o b j e c t : this way it assumes the color of the objects it stays near. So, when a proper top-bubble is present, we h a ve the unpleasant situation that two tops of one color are separated by a potentially transparent object (the bubble) that has for the moment a di erent color: a situation which is highly unstable.
The solution is: we get rid of this bubble by attaching it to every top of its same color which i s a b o ve it (pile operation), and then change the bubble's color (paint operation), so that the unstable situation disappear. Note that it is not dangerous to attach the bubble to other terms, as we do with the pile operation: presence of bubbles is in general unavoidable (recall the discussion on non-collapsing TRSs) what is dangerous is only the unstable situation above described (that can lead to m-collapsings), and when a bubble is inside a nonbubble top of the same color even if it gets transparent t h e o verall color of the top does not change.
The following simple proposition (that will be often considered understood) is nevertheless fundamental, explaining why left-linearity is so important: Proposition 6.1 If a TRS is left-linear, then rewrite rules that have the possibility to act outer on a special subterm t are exactly those that have the possibility to act on its top.
Proof Let t = C t 1 : : : t n ] ]: since t 1 : : : t n have a root belonging to the other TRS (with respect to C), they are matched by v ariables from any rewrite rule applicable to C, and for the left-linearity assumption these variables are independent each other.
Roughly speaking, the proposition says that when left-linearity i s p r e s e n t, rewrite rules that are applied to the top of a special subterm do not`look below', i.e. they do not care at all about the special subterms that are below. This means that we can modify all these special subterms, without preventing the application of such rewrite rules (that act, so to say,`locally').
Assumption: From now on, every TRS, unless otherwise speci ed, is understood t o b e left-linear.
De nition 6.2 (Pile and Paint)
T h e P i l e a n d P aint transformation of a term s (notation (s)) is obtained as follows.
Select the leftmost (in writing order) proper special subterm of s that has rank minimal amongst the ones with a bubble as top: say t = B(j (jt 1 : : : t k j)j). Without loss of generality, w e suppose it is top white.
If no such t is present, we l e a ve the term unchanged (i.e. (s) = s). Otherwise, we d e n e (s) as the term obtained from s after the two following operations.
Pile:
We`pile' the bubble B(j2 1 t 2 : : : t k j) just below the tops of all the above white special subterms. That is, if a top black special subterm of s is of the form r r 1 : : : r m ] ], with r j above t, w e pass from r to r r 1 : : : r j;1 B (jr j t 2 : : : t k j) r j+1 : : : r m ] ] The operation is shown in Figure 1 .
Paint:
We c hange the color of the bubble B, replacing it with another black bubble b(j2 1 : : : 2 k j) of the same degree. So, t passes from B(jt 1 : : : t k j) t o b(jt 1 : : : t k j). The operation is shown in Figure 2 .
Remark 6.3 The transformation chooses at the beginning the leftmost proper special subterm of s that has rank minimal amongst the ones with a bubble as top (roughly speaking, it selects the leftmost and uppermost proper top-bubble). The requirement of being the leftmost, however, is completely arbitrary for our purposes, since it can be dropped. However, we u s e i t n o t t o h e a ven the transformation using an additional parameter indicating which top-bubble has been selected.
Analogously, in the pile operation we inserted r j in the rst slot of B: t h i s i s not necessary, since every slot could be used, but for commodity w e x o n e ( t h e rst). Hence in the sequel, when saying that B collapses without specifying to what, we will mean to its rst slot 2 1 .
When can be applied? The only problematic step is the paint o n e , w h e r e we c hange the color of a bubble replacing it with another from the other TRS having the same degree. Hence, a su cient condition for the applicability o f is:
Fact 2: can be applied if the two TRSs have bubbles of the same degree.
Equivalently, for Proposition 3.2, the above fact can be restated as: the two TRSs must be either both CON ! or both :CON ! . We n o w s h o w h o w from (s) w e can still mimic the old reduction. The intuition is that the bubbles that we piled can be needed if during the original reduction, via other bubbles' collapsings, the selected bubble was absorbed. Thè painted' bubble, instead, is needed when the original selected bubble collapsed: we make this new bubble collapse to the same`slot'. Also, when all these bubbles (pailed and painted) are not needed any more, they can be deleted by simply making them collapse. The situation is shown in Figure 3 . Otherwise, skip that rule.
{ If the rule was not applied to a pure descendant o f t, the rule is applied, and moreover:
If the rule made a pure descendant o f t be absorbed, then consider the corresponding term t . Indeed, the only di erences between the original reduction and its mimicked counterpart are the extra presence in the mimicking of the piled bubbles, and a bubble of di erent color in place of B. When we r e a c h a term having no pure descendants of B, i t i s i m m ediate from the de nition of mimicking that the sole di erence now present is the piled bubbles. So, it su ces to collapse all of them to get back the original term.
Now w e can prove that ! !m( ): take t 1 2 (s! ! t 1 , ). We c hoose a The transformation (together with m) m a k es the structure of a term (of a reduction) more stable in the sense that it gets rid of a bubble. It is therefore natural to try to repeat this simpli cation process as far as possible. The following lemma shows that the iteration of this process is indeed terminating: Lemma 6.6 If (s) 6 = s, k (s)k < ksk. Proof Immediate, since the paint operation drops a special subterm, whereas the pile operation possibly adds only special subterms of strictly inferior rank.
We can so repeat the application of until we obtain a term having no proper top-bubble: this happens in a nite number of steps because of the above lemma.
We indicate with (s) the output of this process. Readily, the applicability conditions for (Fact 2) still hold for . Note that the measure k k shows also that the termination process of is a basic`syntactical' property, not depending on`semantical' arguments (the bubble).
enjoys the following property:
Lemma 6.7 Every reduction of (s) is neat. Proof (s) has, by de nition, no top-bubble. Thus, no pure descendant can m-collapse, and this implies by F act 1 that every its reduction is neat. We call M( ) the mimicking reduction associated with , obtained from by repeatedly applicating m until the start term is (s) (where s is the start term of ): this is the`neatening reduction' that we will use.
Incidentally, observe that M is even more powerful than required by neatening, since by Lemma 6.7 not only it gives neat reductions, but even reductions without proper top-bubbles.
M inherits from m the following result:
Lemma 6.8 If in eventually there a r e n o p u r e descendants of all the proper tops, then M( ) is co nal for .
Proof Immediate from Lemma 6.5, once noticed the transitivity of the conality relation. Proof Suppose P is pseudo-deterministic. If P is not modular, there is a counterexample and so by P oint 2 there is also a provable counterexample obtained translated via M (M can be applied by F act 2 and Lemma 7.2): but this provable counterexample must be neat by Lemma 6.7, hence contradicting Point 1 .
On the other hand, suppose P is pseudo-nondeterministic. If P is not modular, there is a counterexample (to the modularity o f P), viz. A 2 P 3 B , A B 6 2 P . Being P pseudo-nondeterministic, there is a TRS T such t h a t A T 2 P CON ! 3 B T. Also, by the density o f P it follows A B 6 2 P ) (A T ) (B T) 6 2 P . Hence, A T and B T give again a counterexample.
By Point 2 , w e can extend it to a provable counterexample, that is translated by M into another provable counterexample (note M can be applied since A T and B T are readily both :CON ! , and so using Fact 2). But this new provable counterexample is neat by Lemma 6.7, hence contradicting Point 1 .
We n o w apply this general theorem to several properties. For the sake o f clarity, w e repeat in all the results the so far understood assumption of leftlinearity.
Termination
Termination is in general not a modular property ( s e e e . g . T oy87a]). Via Theorem 7.3 we w i l l p r o ve the state-of-the-art results on its modularity for left-linear TRSs, and also provide two new results.
Lemma 7.4 Termination is modularly neat for left-linear TRSs. Proof Suppose a term s has an in nite reduction. Then at least one of its special subterms has an in nite number of rewrite rules applied to it(s descendants). Take one with minimal rank, say t. If the in nite reduction is neat, an in nite number of rewrite rules applies also to the top of t, t h us obtaining an in nite reduction of a term with only one color.
Note that the above result also holds in the non left-linear case, using the same proof with slight modi cations (in place of the top of t, s a y C 2 1 : : : 2 n ], the context C 2 1 : : : 2 1 ] m ust be used, for the possible presence of non leftlinear rewrite rules). Since a non-collapsing TRS is also modularly neat, this generalizes the result of Rusinowitch ( Rus87] ) stating the modularity of termination for non-collapsing TRSs. Corollary 7.7 C E -termination is modular for left-linear TRSs. Proof It follows from Corollary 7.5 once observed that C E -termination is pseudo-nondeterministic and implies termination.
Another criterion for the modularity of termination was proven by Middeldorp in Mid89]: he showed that wheneve r o n e o f t wo terminating TRSs is both non-collapsing and non-duplicating, then their disjoint sum is modular. Using the two a b o ve corollaries, we can not only entail this result in the left-linear case, but even properly generalize it with the following new result: Corollary 7.9 Suppose two left-linear TRSs are terminating. Then if one of them is both non-collapsing and non-duplicating, their disjoint sum is terminating.
Proof By the above corollary, since non-collapsing ) CON ! , and a TRS which is both terminating and non-duplicating is C E -terminating (as it is easy to show, see e.g. Gra94]).
We n o w turn our attention to the structure of counterexamples to the modularity of termination. , 3 ) l i k e i n t h e s t a t e m e n t of this corollary. But 1) is not possible by Corollary 7.6, whereas 2) is not possible by Corollary 7.7 (since every terminating and :CON ! TRS is trivially C E -terminating).
Next we s h o w a somehow dual result:
Corollary 7.11 In every counterexample to the modularity of termination for left-linear TRSs, one of the TRS is C E -terminating and the other is : C Eterminating.
Proof Completely analogous to the proof of the above corollary.
We can now prove the following result that generalizes all the previous ones:
Corollary 7 Proof By rank induction: using neat reductions, every term can be reduced to normal form by separately reducing its top (being of rank 1, it has an unique normal form), and its principal special subterms (they have unique normal forms by rank induction). Proof The above lemma shows Point 1 of Theorem 7.3. For Point 2, take a counterexample to the modularity o f U N ! , i.e. a term s reducing to two distinct normal forms n 1 (via 1 ) a n d n 2 (via 2 ). Since n 1 and n 2 are normal forms, no bubble can be present, and hence by Lemma 6.8 1 ! !M( 1 ) a n d 2 ! !M( 2 ). But, again, being n 1 and n 2 normal forms implies that M( 1 ) reduces (s) t o n 1 and M( 2 ) reduces (s) t o n 2 , hence giving a counterexample (which is neat by Lemma 6.7). The importance of this result, besides theoretical, lies in the fact that it allows to use the result on the modularity of termination obtained in Corollary 7.5 for more than two TRSs, since the disjoint sum of two left-linear, terminating and either both CON 
Completeness
Completeness, as well known, is the conjunction of con uence and termination. Despite it is not modular in general, it was proven to be modular for left-linear TRSs by T oyama, Klop and Barendregt in their ingenious paper TKB89] ( s e e also TKB94]) the proof of such result, however, is`rather intricate and not easily digested' (citing the same authors). This result can instead be obtained as a simple corollary: Corollary 7.22 Completeness is modular for left-linear TRSs. Proof Since completeness equals to termination and uniqueness of normal forms w.r.t. reduction, the result follows from Corollaries 7.6 and 7.19.
Note that a direct proof of the above result via Theorem 7.3 is also easy to obtain.
Semi-Completeness
Semi-completeness is the property obtained by the conjunction of con uence and weak normalization. It is immediate to prove its modularity for left-linear TRSs:
Corollary 7.23 Semi-completeness is modular for left-linear TRSs. Proof From Corollaries 7.19 and 7.21.
Again, note that a direct proof of the above result via Theorem 7.3 is easy to obtain.
The Other Properties
So far, we m e n tioned all the main properties of TRSs, but for these last four: local con uence (WCR), consistency (CON), uniqueness of normal forms (UN) and the normal form property (NF) (for their de nition, see e.g. DJ90, K l o 9 2 ]). It is not di cult to see that even these remaining properties can be proven to be modular for left-linear TRSs using Theorem 7.3. The only point w orth mentioning is that all these properties are pseudo-deterministic but for local con uence, which can be proven to be pseudo-nondeterministic using the TRS ff(X Y) ! The reader may h a ve noticed a kind of duality inside Theorem 7.3, since the property is required to be either pseudo-deterministic or pseudo-nondeterministic.
As we h a ve seen, requiring pseudo-determinism essentially equals to requiring consistency w.r.t. reduction (Lemma 7.2). So in this case every bubble is by de nition of degree one. But, as noticed in Section 3, every TRS has trivial bubbles of degree one, namely the transparent c o n texts. Hence, when in the Paint operation we c hange color to the bubble, we can do it by always using a trivial bubble (viz. a hole). This corresponds, in practice, to delete the selected top-bubble. This is just what was done in the`pile and delete' technique that was introduced in Mar93] for the study of the modularity o f U N ! (and later used in Mar95] and SSMP95]), of which this transformation is a re nement a n d a generalization.
So, when coping only with pseudo-deterministic properties we c a n u s e t h e method presented in this paper slightly simpli ed using the`delete' operation in place of the more general paint one, and dropping the concepts of pseudodeterminism and pseudo-nondeterminism (by Lemma 7.2 we can modify Theorem 7.3 by directly requiring that the property P implies CON ! ). This allows to treat the great majority of the considered properties. What we l o s e is: treatment of the properties that essentially require pseudo-nondeterminism (C E -termination, weak normalization and local con uence), the criterion for the modularity of termination given by Corollary 7.8, and all the results on the structure of counterexamples (Corollaries 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, 7.13).
Conclusions
We h a ve i n troduced a uniform technique which is able to successfully deal with the modularity of all the basic properties of TRSs in the left-linear case, and also to provide some new results on the modularity of termination. Moreover, the technique is intuitively appealing, since it relies on visual arguments, making the involved reasonments more intuitive and easier to grasp. This can be seen as a rst step towards the ambitious task of providing a global technique to cope with modularity (i.e., dropping the left-linearity r equirement). In our opinion, such a technique can be developed on the basis of the ideas underlying the method. Indeed, note that left-linearity is only explicitly required in the construction of the speci c`neatening translation' M, n o t b y abstract neatening. So, a promising line of research w ould be trying to develop a suitable neatening translation such that abstract neatening can work even in the presence of non left-linear rewrite rules.
